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Sport support

Going digital
Elementary students
learn new ways to tell
stories - SEE NEWS, A2

Cheerleading coach preps athletes for
UCF sports, competition - sEE sPoRTs,As
,

POLICE

·

MICHIGAN COPS
TAKE OVER

BAKERY

ucops & Doughnuts"is more than a
punch line. It's now a bakery in
Michigan - owned by nine fulltime employees of the Oare Police
Department.The officers were
~oncemed when the bakery's
owners decided to throw in the
towel after the bakery had been
open for 113 years.

a

JUSTIN SANAK
Contributing Writer

Students may be studying hard in their classes,
but the grass at Memory
Mall is being given a summer vacation.
On Thursday UCF

For more photos
of Memory Mall:
www.UCFNews.com

grounds workers tied yellow rope around nearly
three acres of Memory
Mall in the center, north

and east sections, marking
them with signs barring
students from "cross traffic
or sports play."
UCF has done this in
order to protect and rehabilitate Memory Mall's

ERIN DREW / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AREA ON A5

Santos Mendoza, left, and Juan Rodriguez block off Memory Mall Thursday. Both
men work with UCF Landscape & Natural Resources.

PLEASE SEE

Professor
conducts
. · research·
/ ·' onceils

EDUCATION
(
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STUDENTS'
VIDEO TURNS
A Northern California elementary

school teacher sent her students
home for the summer with a video
ofdass memories, only the DVD
included six seconds of her having
sex on a couch.The teacher sent
home the DVD with her students on
the last day of class Friday. She
learned ofthe mistake after a parent
calfed her. She then called all parents
to ask them to destroy the DVD.
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Stu~y looks to treat, diagnose diseases
ARIANA "VIVES
Contributing Writer

The nanoparticles in a car's
catalytic converter can be engin(!ered to slow down and possibly prevent cell damage.•
For nine years, Sudipta Seal, a
materials science professor at
UCF, Has been researching and
experimenting with nanoceria,
or cerium oxide nanoparticles,
to study its properties as well as
its possible benefits.
.
"Our research is currently to
understand these particles and
materials to see how they can
cure or treat or diagnose various
kinds of diseases," Seal said.
Once oxidized, cenum, a rare
earth metal, 'is usually used for
sunscreens, catalysts, fuel cells
and polishing ceramics.
Seal and his ' team of
researchers have reoently discovered that nanoceria can also
behave as an antioxidant, pro·tecting cells from oxidative
stress, or "how we age,"

Breaking
news on
your cell

· Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to_44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

KNIGHT'S E-MAIL HAS
NEW TOOLS TO HELP
STUDENTS LEARN
Starting fall 2009,all students will
be required to use their Knight's Email. Faculty are invited to learn
about these new tools at an
informational session Tuesday
from noon to 12:30 p.m.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

DISNEY WORLD
MONORAIL CLOSED
AFTER COLLISION
Walt Disney World said a monorail
at the Florida theme park is out of
service after an employee death.
Two monorails collided around 2
a.m., killing the operator of one of
the trains.

1 DEAD, SEVERAL
HURT IN FLA.
LIGHTNl,NG STRIKE
Alightning strike at a Fourth of July
gathering killed one person and 18
others were taken to hospitals,
offidals·said. Nine other were also
treated at the scene. Symptoms
included numbness and tingling.
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Facebook attracts
many, but not all
ANTHONY SVROS
Contributing Writer

With social networking
giants Twitter and Facebook
growing exponentially over the
past few years, it is becoming
more and more common to
hear phrases like "follow my
Twitter" and "Facebook me."
There is, however, a ;rare
breed of UCF student that does
not frequent these popular
social networking accounts.
While some students joined
Facebook when it was created
in 2004, others opted not to
become one of the site's more
than 200 million active users.
"I had a Facebook account
for a long time,'' sophomore
Elizabeth Wrrgau said. "I deleted it right before college for a
lot of reasons. I felt that if I
could keep in touch with people
before facebook. it shouldn't be
a big deal not having one."
Wirgau, who said she still
has a MySpace account primarily for music browsing, was
uncomfortable with Facebook's
overexposure.
"I didn't like the idea of.people knowing about me and
reading about me when I'm not
around,'' Wrrgau said. "It creeps
me out."
On Facebook. users have the
ability to create detailed profiles, allowing them to post
their birth dates, phone numbers, employment history,
addresses and relationships.
More recently, Facebook has
allowed users to list family
members as well.

NANOCERIA ON A3
- - - - ----- -- - PLEASE SEE

Online book
rentals save
students on
school costs
JESSICA CAMPBELL
· Contributing Writer

COURTESY KRISTIN CALDER

Sophomore Elizabeth Wirgau browses the Internet but skips the ever-popular Facebook routine.

When one. deactivates an
account, the site holds on to
personal information, according to Facebook's privacy pollcy.
Facebook encourages users
to deactivate their profile rather
than delete it.

The
account-deleting
process takes at least two weeks
and is not always successful.
However, groups on: Facebook. such-as "How to permanently delete your Facebook
PLEASE SEE

It is no secret that college textbooks are expensive, but one
Web site, Chegg, provides students with three options: renting,
buying or selling their books
back.
According to the Web site,
Chegg offers a 65 percent to 85
percent discount off the book's
retail price.
Vanessa Brewster, a senior
applied science supervision and
management major, said she buys
and sells her books online
through Web sites such as eBay
and Half.com because the UCF
Bookstore doesn't "give very
much money back."
"I decided to not purchase
• · books from the UCF Bookstore
because they are too expensive:'
Brewster said. "I can find them

FACE BOOK ON A5
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Knight's E-mail has new tools
Starting fall 2009, all
students will be required
to use their Knight's Email.
Faculty are invited to
learn about these new
tools at an informational
session Tues<;lay from
noon to 12:30 p.m. in Room
207 of Classroom Building
1.
Contact Kevin Yee at
407-823-3544 for more
information.
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UCF alumnus hosts session
An alumnus from the
UCF College of Business
will be returning to UCF
to speak about opportunities with Pre-Paid Legal
Services, Inc., on Tuesday
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in Room 185B of Career
Services.
Contact Katie Read at
407-823-2336 for more
information.
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Opinions Editors
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On Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 11 a.m. in the Wellness Center Classroom of
the Recreation & Wellness
Center, Registered Dietician Meghan Murphy Van
Camp will teach students
what diet is best for them.
For more information,
contact Health Services
407-823-5841.

Sports Editor
Padrick Brewerx215
Variety Editor
Kayla Smith x214

Elementary education seniors Jennifer BushneU and Savannah Dowdy help fifth-grader Heather Kelley with her story.

Variety.CFF@gmail com

Program teaches kids about dig.ital storytelling
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Staff Writers
JeffreyRiley, Ryan Bass, Michelle Dendy,
William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Carlos Maldonado, Jen Glantz,
-Donald Thomann, Stephanie de Sousa,
William Perry, Mary Cristobal,
Jonathan Hohensee, Allen Levin,
John Murphy, Shaun Bevan,
Cannen Carroquino
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On Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. the UCF
Libraries will hold a summer book sale in Room 142
of the Main Library.
For more information,
contact Traci Milbuta at
407-823-1424.

LOCAL
&STATE
Ke~ local with headlines
you may have missed

Disney World monorail closed after employee death

- ASSCX:fATED PRESS

••

Photo.CFF@gmailcom

Library hosts book sale

LAKELAND - A lightning strike at a Fourth of
July gathering in central
Florida killed one person
and 18 others were taken to
hospitals, officials said Saturday.
About 100 people from
a church group were outside playing soccer and
volleyball in Lakeland,
about 30 miles east of
Tampa, when a lightning
bolt or series of strikes hit
nearby, seemingly out of
nowhere, Polk County
Sheriff Grady Judd said.
Benjamin Gonzalez, 30,
who was playing soccer,
was hit and collapsed. He
was taken to a nearby hospital and pronounced
dead. Eighteen others
were hospitalized and nine
niore treated at the scene.
Judd said their injuries
were not life-threatening,
with symptoms including
numbness and tingling.
"It's very sad to see
folks just celebrating the
Fourth, in a way that you
would hope people would
celebrate the Fourth, with
friends and family, and a
lightning strike, an act of
God occurred, and one
person died," Judd said.
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Sports.CFF@gmailcom
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Contributing Writer

1 dead, several hurt in Fla.
lightning strike Saturday
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Students learn how to diet

ORLANDO Walt
Disney World said a
monorail at the Floriaa
theme park is out of service after an employee
death.
The Reedy Creek Fire
Department tells Orlando
television station WESH
that two monorails collided around 2 a.m. Sunday, killing the operator of one
of the trains. The station
said no guests were seriously injured.
Walt Disney World vice
president of public affairs
Mike Griffin issued a statement offering condolences
to the employee's family
member and saying the
monorail was closed.
A
Disney
spokeswoman declined to discuss
details of the accident.

••
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Eight-year-old Curtis Shaffer presented his final digital storytelling project Thursday, the last day of the Reading Adventure Camp put on by the UCF College of Education.
~
'·' My story is about a kid that plays basketball, and some evil scientist acts like a
friend to him, and then makes him have to have surgery so he can't go to his basketball game:' Shaffer said. "He has trouble. He finds a friend that can play for him. He
wins the game, lives happily ever after, the end."
The reading camp focused on literacy and digital storytelling for elementary
readers, and the students created about four of their own stories on PowerPoint, a new skill for some of the students who had never used the program before:
"We wanted to make sure they had a motivational reading and
writing experience to launch them into the rest of the summer," said Taylar Clements, a visiting instructor of elementary education at UCF. 'We also want to make sure, with it
being offered quickly after they get out of school. that we
keep their reading and writing momentum going:'
They started advertising to local school districts in
March and worked with the Teaching Academy to send out
brochures, Clements said. Sixteen students participated
Monda.y through Friday, from 9 a.m. to nobn, June 22 to July:J,
2. .
Students looked at several examples before they started
writing out their own story.
"They planned everything out:' Clements said. "It was really
important for us, as teachers, to get them t o ~ through everything before they got on the computer. Their creativity does tend
to 11,lll wild, and we wanted to make sure it was focused and organized for their story."
Several students froµi the College of Education volunteered to
help with the readJng camp.
"I wanted to get some experience in the classroom and how it
would be with working in the classroom setting with children, so I
could get an idea of what is in store for me," Ashley Jones, a UCF senior majoring in elementary education, said.
However, not all of the volunteers at the camp were current
UCF students.
"We had some students who even graduated this past
spring, and they are full-fledged teachers at this point,"
Clements ~d. "They have their certificate, and they were
here volunteering to t~ach.''
Tanja Bock, a junior elementary education major, said
her e:xperience has been extremely helpful She said she
wanted to get more experience with how to teach
kids reading strategies.
·
"The digital storytelling - rm not familiar
with it, so learning how to do it and [understanding] the process and the steps in order
to use it was extremely helpful," Bock said.
"To know that you can use 'that in your
classroom is pretty good.''
-The College of Education plans to continue the~program next -Summer and is
looking to make it a program during the
year, either as a year-round clinic or
offered·once a month or once every two
months, Clements said.
On the last day, the students had a
showcase where they presented their
final digital stories to their parents.
Grace Yao, 10, said that most of the
camps she's been to have been for fun, .
but this one was for education.
"I've gone to gymnastics camp and
arts camp,'' Yao said. "This has probably been the best camp I've been to."
For more ·information visit the
Literacy Initiative Web site at
http://education.ucf.edu/litinitiative/program.cfin.
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The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your informat ion- to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
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om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition. and 5
p.m. Wednesday for the Thursday editio~'
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Nanoceria may protect healthy cells from radiation
FROM Al

••
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according to Seal
Our bodies produce
free radicals, a type ofreactive oxygen species, and as
time passes, ROS outnumber and overwhelm the
cells surrounding it.
This event can trigger
cell dysfunctions that may
result in any number of
diseases, such as arthritis,
blindness, heart disease
and cancer.
·
'M diseases are directly
or indirectly related to
ROS degeneration," Seal
said. "ROS is so111ething
which triggers the genetic
expression, and from the
genetic-expression, you get
all the problems."
Ajay Karakoti, a doctoral student in materials science who works as Seal's
research
assistant,
explained it in more detail:
"If the body sees a foreign
object, and it does not recognize that foreign object,
it will either try to engulf it
or get rid of it. ... If [the
body] has not succeeded in
that, then it tries to kill [the
foreign object]."
These free radicals are
meant to defend the body
from harmful foreign
objects, but if they attack
nontoxic foreign objects or
other healthy cells, "that's
when the trouble starts,"
according to Karakoti
This is why nanoceria's
potential to deliver drugs
directly into cells is so
important.
Seal hypothesizes that
the nanoceria-carrying
drugs can be delivered to a
healthy cell to protect it
from damage caused by
treatments such as radiation therapy - a boon for
cancer researchers.
"The way radiation kills
cells, it's the same; it produces free radicals, and the
free radicals kill everything," Karakoti said. "But
free radicals can't distin-

guish what is good and
what is bad, so it kills both
the healthy cells and the
cancer cells. Nanoceria
can protect the healthy
cells from dying, from radi- ·
ation, whereas [the radiation] lets the cancer cell
die."
The results of an experiment conducted on mice
with glaucoma demonstrated that nanoceria can
also prevent vision loss,
but Seal is quick to add that
nanoceria are not able to
reverse the process once it
has started.
"It can prevent blindness; it will not revert
back," Seal said. "But if I
know someone's going to
get slow degradation of his
eye, by administration of
these particles, it will stop
it."
Nanoceria have also
been shown to regenerate
by itself; a feature that, so
far, has not been found in
other particles of its type;
According
to
the
research published by Seal
and his team, this unique
feature suggests that "this
material could be provided
in a single dose and could
exhibit an apparent pseudo-infinite shelf life."
William Self, associate
·professor of medicine at
UCF, joined . the project
four years ago out of scientific curiosity. His other
projects involve selenoproteins, which, according to
him, :·essentially function
as antioxidants."
"Really, it was a minor
interest that expanded
because of success," Self
said, who, at first, was not
sure if Seal's experimen\s
would produce the desired
results.
. Self's interest in the
project centers on answering the question of how the
nanoceria work as antioxidants, but added that he
wants to know more
beyond that.

INTRODUCTION TO NANOTECHNOLOGY - THE BASICS
WEIGHING IN ON SCALE
Nanotechnology is the science ofthe extremely tiny.According to the US Government's National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) "nanotechnology isthe
understanding and control of matter at dimensions of roughly 1to 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable novel applications."
Nanotechnology is unbelievably miniscule. It is so small that even the most powerful conventional microscopes cannot see it.To put things in perspective, if
the world were scaled down so that people averaged 100 nanometers tall, the Moon would be about 8inches (205 cm) across-about the size ofa
basketball or asoccer ball. The Earth would be roughly 30 inches (76 cm) in diameter,or just small enough to squeak through a doorway.·
SOWHAT?
The nanoscale is the scale of atoms and molecules, the fundamental building blocks ofthe material world. At the nanoscale,scientists can start affecting
the properties ofmaterials directly, making them harder or lighter or more durable. In some cases,simply making things smaller changes their
properties-a chemical mighttake on a new color, or start to conduct electricity when re-fashioned at the nanoscale. Nanoscale particles tend to be more
chemically reactive than their ordinary-sized counterparts because they have more surface area.

In other cases,nanotechnology is about not only shrinking,butfundamentally changing the internal structure of compounds.Pure carbon,for example,
takes two familiarforms:diamond and graphite (pencil lead). But by arranging carbon into precise nanometer-scale structures,a new product can be
made that is up to thirty times stronger than steel, yet is one sixth the weight.This form ofcarbon (called a"nanotube," or, more accurately,"nanotubes'1 is
one of the earliest forms of nanotechnology.
This sort of nanotechnology is currently being used for awide variety of applications,and JllOre than six hundred nanotechnology-enab\ed consumer
products are on the market. Carbon nanotubes are used to make bicycle frames and tennis rackets lighter and stronger. Nano-sized particles of titanium
dioxide and zinc oxide are used in many sunscreens, to block UV radiation more·effectively without making your skin look pasty white.New tupperware
features nanoscale silver that are antimicrobial, to prevent food stored in them from going bad. Clothes are treated with nano-engineered coatings that
make them stain-proof or static-free.And computer chips using nanoscale components are ubiquitous in consumer electronics,from computers to mp3
players, digital cameras to video game consoles-"Moore's Law," which states that processors double in computing power every two years, is now driven
by the relentless miniaturization of computer components deep into the nanoscale.
Thus far, nanotechnology remains a science in its infancy. Its potential goes far beyond these products: it will affect virtually all of the devices and materials
we deal with in everyday life,from consumer products to food to medicine. Novel nanostructures could serve as new kinds of drugs for treating common
conditions such as cancer, Parkinson's, and cardiovascular disease,or as artificial tissues for replacing diseased kidneys and livers. Dangerous side effects of
current treatments (like chemotherapy) may be engineered away. Nano-engineered solar panels could produce many times more energy thancurrent
types, while being lighter and more durable. Nanotech batteries last longer and are lighter and more powerful than their current counterparts. Foods could
be engineered to improve nutritional value, tasted, or shelf life.
'DOLLARS AND SENSE
In 2007, $60 billion worth ofnano-enabled products were sold,and this figure is predicted to rise to $150 billion by 2008. Nanotechnology will also
produce emplo}!ffient opportunities,with an anticipated 7million jobs generated globally by nanotechnology in the next decade.By 2014,the Lux
Research group predicts that $2.6 trillion in manufactured goods will incorporate nanotechnology - about 15%of total global output.
As a new field,nanotechnology is just beginning to deliver on its promise. But, like many new technologies,safety and ethical concerns about its use

remain.Little hard research has been done on the health risks of nanotechnology,and there are so many different sorts of nanotechnology that it is hard to
characterize those risks.Even the most fundamental questions about risk remain hard to answer. It is not clear,for example,how to measure exposure to
nanomaterials:whereas with conventional materials, weight or volume are typically used,with nanomaterials, surface atea may be abetter predictor of
the risks of exposure.
Nanopar.ticles' small size might allow them to get places that conventional particles would not be able to go.This could mean penetratingto deep within
the lungs when inhaled, then passing into the bloodstrean and reaching other organs.Or it might lead to nanometer-scale particles spreading through the
environment and building up in places you wouldn't normally find pollutants.
- WWW.NANOTECHPR0JECT.0RG

"Once you establish the
mechanism by which the
materials react with certain species ... you ask the
question, 'How do we maxi,mize the reactivity?"' Self

said.
Though other science
articles have suggested
that nanoceria are toxic,
Seal remains undeterred in
his research.

"How you make the
material is very important," Seal said. "If you
drink too much water, you
can have drowning syndrome, too, so anything

can be toxic, depends how
you use it. We have a way
to make this material in
such a way, it will not be
toxic, but it will be beneficial to the cell."

The Two-Scace Illusion
Would H solve 1he N•ddle Eas1 problem1
There seems to be almost universal consensus that in order to bring peace to the Middle East the creation of a
Palestinian slate is unavoidable. What is more, such a "solution" is the policy of the United States.

Whac are che faces'?

After much bloody fighting over the decades, other
The lesson of Gaza. In previous hasbarah
efforts were made to create an additional state for the
(educating and clarifying) messages we made clear
Arabs (who by then called themselves "Palestinians").
that a Palestinian state would be impossible for Israel There was the Peel Partition Plan of 1937, and, most
to accept. It wouW lead inevitably to Israel's
importantly perhaps, the United Nations Partition
destruction. The reason is primarily the lesson Plan of 1947. Under the UN plan, the territory west of
learned from the Gaza experiment. Under pressure
the Jordan River was to be split, with the majo1
from most of the world, Israel evacuated Gaza,
portion to be allocated to the Arabs and the smafler,
displacing hundreds of families who had lived there
disconnected, portion going to the Jews. Jerusalem, a
for generations and who had built subsfantial bone of contention, was to be "internationalized" - it
communities and extensive - - - - - - - - - - - - would not belong to either. The
agricultural
installations. " th It' t
anxious .to form their
... e u 1ma e oa1ts· not ... Jews,
Instead of making even the
state, accep ted th.1s p1an under
least
gesture
of
a Palestinian state...
which they were granted only a
acknowledgment
and but the destruction of Israel." small fraction of the "Palestine"
gratitude, the Palestinians,
that they had been promised to
almost from the very first day
be their homeland by the
oftheir "liberation" from the hated Jews, began to lob
Balfour Declaration ·and by the mandate of the
rockets into Israel. Ultimately, Israel was forced to
League of Nations. But the Arabs rejected the
defend itself against those attacks and invaded Gaza
partition out of hand. Almost the same day that Israel
in force. There was much damage and many
declared its statehood and its independence, six Arab
casualties. As could be expected, "world opinion"
armies invaded Israel from aorth, east and south. In
condemned Israel's defensive action and called it I what could be called a Biblical miracle, the ragtag
''disproportionate."
Jewish forces defeated the combined Arab might.
If Israel were foolish enough to yield to the
Following the Six-Day War of1967, in which Israeli
unrelenting pressure and were to turn Judea/Samaria
forces defeated the combined invasion forces ofEgypt
(the "West Bank") over to the Palestinians, it would
and Syria, Israel offered generous terms for the
find itself surrounded by enemies, whose ultimate
formation of a Palestinian state. But it was not
goal is not the creation of a Palestinian state but the
accepted. Instead, the Arabs convened in Khartoum
destruction ofisra~l - to use the common rhetoric, to
(Sudan) and pronounced their famous Three No's: No
wipe Israel off the map and push the Jews into the
peace with Israel, No negotiations with Israel, No
sea,
recognition of Israel. Other offers of statehood were
Statehood opportunities rejected. The reality is
made over the course of the years. Ehud Barak, then
'that the Palestinians are not really inte{ested in their
prime minister of Israel, and U.S. President Bill
own independent state. Such a state never existed
Clinton offered the Palestinians almost total
and the concept of a "Palestinian·· people is a fairly
withdrawal to the 1967 armistice lines. The
new one. If the Palestinians were really interested in
Palestinians-rejected the offer, presumably because it
their own state, if that were their aspiration, they
did not include Israel's willingness to accept
could have had such a state side-by-side with Israel,
hundreds of thousands of Palestinian "refugees," who
for a very long time. The first partition of Palestine would with one stroke accomplish what the Arabs
all of which, by the Balfour Declaration and by the
had not accomplished in their wars: the destruction
mandate of the League of Nations was to be the
of Israel. The creation of a Palestinian state could
Jewish home - occurred in 1921. Winston Churchill,
have been accomplished many times. But it is the
who was then the Colonial Secretary, split the
unalterable goal of the Palestinians, indeed of most
mandated territory, allo-ating the great bulk to the
Arabs an·d most Muslims, to destroy the Jewish state
Arabs for the creation of what is now the Kingdom of
and never to recognize and legitimize Israel in
Jordan. But, of course, that did not satisfy the Arabs. whatever shape arid size as a Jewish state.

g

It is important to understand that the creation of a Palestinian state is not the true ultimate goal of the Arabs.
It i;, at best, meant to be a stepping stone toward the ultimate goal: the destruction, the disappearance of Israel

and of the hated Jews from any portion of what they consider "holyMuslim soil." The Arabs are not interested
in putting an end to the suffering of the Palestinian people. That could have been accomplished long ago. On
the contrary, to be martyrs is a source of pride and assurance of victory to the.Arabs. They compare their
willingness to sacrifice hundreds of thousands of their own with the Zionist enemy, who is concerned about
combat losses or even the fate of one single abducted soldier.
This message has been published and paid for by

"

FlAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

Fl.AME is a tax-exempt, non-prof~ educational 501 (c)(3) organiza1ion.
Its purpose is !he research and publicabon of the facts regarding
developments In the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
mi{jll hann the interests of the United States and Its affles 1n that area ot
the world. Your tax-oeduchble contributions are welcome. They enable
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages fn nat,onal
newspapers and magames, We have vinualiy no overhead. Almost ail
of our revenue •pays for our educal,onal work, for these clanfying
messages, and for related direct mail.
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To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsaµdlogic.org
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SOiar ZENN car across _campus

Kosmas
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF
Staff Writer

Congresswoman
Suzanne Kosmas
took
UCF's own solar-,powered
car for a spin Thursday.
The test drive was part
of a show and tell of UCF's
environmental initiatives
put on for the congresswoman by the department
· of
Sustainability
and
Energy Management.
The car is a neighborhood electric vehicle,
known
as
ZENN,
purchased by UCF, then
retrofitted with three solar
panels.
A regular ZENN runs on
an electrical charge gained
by plugging the vehicle into
an outlet. The energy costs
of charging UCF's plug-in
Prius with an outlet are
equivalent to about 70 cents
per gallon.
But with the new addition of solar panels, the car
is able to run entirely on
free energy.
As a neighborhood electric .v ehicle, the car is street
legal, but cannot be driven
on roads with a speed limit
above 35 mph.
.
According to federal law,
NEVs cannot be sold with a
top speed above 25 mph.
"We've only passed
somebody one time," said
Jennifer Albert, senior
information specialist for
Sustainability and Energy
Management.
- Albert said the vehicle
they passed was a John
Deere Gator, one of the
landscaping vehicles used
on campus.
Dave Norvell, the director of Sustainability and
Energy
Management,
explained that_despite its
lack of muscle, the ZENN
transcends efficiency.
Norvell's reasoning is
that measuring efficiency is
a matter of comparing
inputs, costs and results.
There is no cost to fuel the
solar-powered car and it
produces no emissions.
This aspect of the car
left an impression on Kosmas.
"Free energy, zero emissions, doesn't get any better
than that," Kosmas said.
When Kosmas turned
the car on, it didn't make a
sound. She had to ask
Norvell for assurance that it
was ·on and functioning
properly. The ZENN is
silent from startup to acceleration.
After one short drive
and a brief photo opportunity, Kosmas . arrived at
Tower II, where Norvell
showed off another of
UCF's solar-powered technologies.
Kosmas was taken to the

•
•

•

David Norvell explains the energypowered ZENN to Congresswoman
Suzanne Kosmas in front of UCF's
Alumni Center.

Solar and wind support
A new global survey conducted in 21 countries reveals public
attitudes on the use of alternatiVe energy systems.

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINA DEPARIS /
CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
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roof of the building to see
the solar water-heating system in place. The use of
solar thermal panels meets
about 75 percent of the residents' demand for hot
water, ·according to Norvell.
"We need to maintain
the
regular
system,''
Norvell said.
He described the solar
thermal system as a
"mature
technology,''
because it has been tested,

applied and yielded positive results.
"These are ready to go,''
Norvell said.
The solar thermal system is among other efforts
that have already shown
returns for UCF in cutting
energy costs and emissions.
The Engineering I building
features a photovoltaic
panel that converts sunlight
into electricity.
Though not as easy to

point out as a car that rwis
on sunlight, Norvell said
there have already been
returns on investing in
retrofitting light fixtures
across campus. The new
fixtures are more efficient,
in some cases employing
sensors that turn lights on
when•somebody enters the
area and turn them off after
they leave.
This side of the department is what makes UCF

For more photo~ of
Kosmas' ride:
www.UCFNews.com

ing construction.
The plans are dependent on how much funding
could be drawn from outside
companies,
but
Norvell discussed plans
that include panel installations that would be aesthetically pleasing while still
efficiently cutting energy,
costs and emissions.
According to Jay Malsky,
staff assistant for the con·gresswoman, Kosmas was
originally scheduled to give
a presentation during her
. UGF visit on the American
UI).ique in its Sustainability Clean Energy and Security
.
and Energy Management Act.
·
The
bill
would
impleinitiatives, accordipg to
Norvell. The incorporation ment a "cap and trade" sysof working application with tem across the 'nation, by·
the research and academics which companies would be
side of sustainability efforts given a limit on their carsets UCF apart.
bon emissions.
Under the bill, the .comNorvell also discussed
with Kosmas the possibility panies that. reduce their
of incorporating solar ther- emissions below their limit
mal and photovoltaic pan- could sell credits to compaels into the second phase of nies that are not meeting
the Performing Arts Build- _ their limit.
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Area blocked for two
months to repair sod
FROM

..

.,

Who's on Facebook?
As Facebook att~cts an older audience, college-age users make
up a smaller share of the social networking Web site.
A look
. . at U.S. membership:

.

Percent of total users by age group
•

Al

Age 24

·

[ ] Age 25-54

.S°/o

.

Age55

C ~Age
unknown

and older

or yc;,unger

~ass, which is showing
signs of wear in some
spots, with patches of dirt
and weeds cropping up in
the most frequently-used
places.
According to Christine
Dellert of UCF News &
Information. the wear has
mainly been caused by
students playing sports on
the grass while wearing
cleats.
The cleats dig up the
grass's roots, leaving
unsightly splotches of
brown on an otherwise
picturesque field ofgreen.
Pedestrians, carts .- and
events taking place at
Memory Mall have also
contributed to the patches.
To repair the damage,
UCF is keeping traffic
away from the damaged
areas while aerating and
watering the soil to induce
growth. . The grounds
workers are spraying salt
water where patches have
filled in with weeds. They
will keep this up for about
two .months.
Some students are
used to being able to play
games such as soccer and
Frisbee on the fields, or
walk through the fields on
their way across campus.
'We come out here
sometimes to relax and
just sit around," sophomore Kate Rosenberg
said. '½nd now we won't
have a place to do that
anymore. Plus, it's no
longer ~ easy to walk to
class."
For
students
like
Rosenberg, the changes
are not worth the inconvenience imposed on students.
"To me, it looks the
same as it did before,"
.Rosenberg said. "I didn't
notice the weeds, and certainly didn't mind thein."
The repairs to the grass
especially inconvenience
students living in the
Towers who have to. traverse Memory Mall to
reach most parts of campus. For · them, a quick
four-minute walk across
the
quarter-mile-long
mall has turned into a
seven-minute hike.
With all the work being
put into Memory Mall
fields, some students are
wondering how often the
grass will need to undergo
· these kinds of repairs, and
how long they will last
.when they are done.
"They're trying to redo

AS

1 ..2°/o
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Juan Rodriguez, left, works with Santos Mendoza while putting up stakes and
ropes to block off the grass around Memory Mall Thursday.

1think that it's OK to walk on the
grass in the mall to get to class,
and it's OK for clubs to use them.
But if it hurts the grass that
much, then people should find ..
other places or ways to enjoy
their activities.'
1

-

the fields, but they're
going to finish just in time
for the grass to get messed
up again," sophomore
Lauren Driscoll said. ',' In
the fall we'll have more
students playing on the
fields, and there'll be tailgating; too. Why fix it if
now?''
·
Memory Mall is the
main tailgating center for
UCF football gamesj and
spectators usually set up
tents and chairs on the
fields, which are currently
roped off.
. UCF's Landscape &
Natural Resources depart'..
ment is expecting to have
the areas sectioned off for
60 days and have them
reopened just a , few days
before the .f irst home football game.
Other students have

NISARG SHUKLA
SENIOR

mixed oprmons al;>out
what the fields should be
used for.
"I think that it's OK to
walk on the grass in the
mall to get to class, and it's
OK for clubs to use them,"
senior Nisarg Shukla said.
"But if it hurts the grass
that much, then people
should find other places
or ways to enjoy their
activities, or find a way to
enjoy the area without
hurting the grass."
· The repairs to the grass
may
inconvenience
stu9-ents~ but by roping
the sections off and
regrowing grass using
what is already there,
UCF is saving money over
the alternative, · which
would be tearing up the
damaged areas and resodding them.

1

Facebook not for everyone
FROM

Al

account," have surfaced.
With more than 30,000
members,
the
group ,
assists in helping and
encouraging users to fully
delete their accounts from
Facebook servers.
Facebook's
growing
numbers suggest ·that
most people are not too
concerned with their personal information being
misused by the site.
Some Facebook users
find themselves verging
on an addiction to the site.
Senior Scott Dyl decided to take a weeklong
break from Facebook and
the Internet in April.
"I realized that I was
refreshing
[Facebook]
without any reason to do
so, aild that I'd check my
phone for messages even
if there were none," Dyl
said. "So I took a Facebook
and texting hiatus for a
week."
'
Students are turning to
this type of Internet hiatus
as a way of balancing personal interactions with
digital ones. \
Avid Facebook users
seem confused by a person's choice to not be on
the site.
Junior Joseph Dimino
owns up to poking fun at
his younger sister who

COURTESY KRISTIN CALDER

Sophomore Elizabeth Wirgau surfs the Internet but does not log onto Facebook
because she deleted her profile. Wirgau still uses MySpace for music browsing.

does not have a Facebook
account.
"I admit you can get by
without one," Dimino
said. "But it's a fun, useful
way to socialize an~ keep
in touch with people ... so
why not have one?"
Those students who do
not use Facebook aren't
activists against the site,
though. Most don't deny
Facebook's appeal.
"I get a little grief from
my friends about no:t having a Facebook," Wirgau
said. "For them, it's more
convenient for me to have
one. The f"'irst question I
always hear after I tell
someone I'm not on Facebook is 'How do • you
live?"'

ABOUT TWITTER
Twitter is a privately funded startup
with offices in the SoMA
neighborhood ofSan Francisco, CA.
Started as a side project in March
2006,Twitter has grown into a realtime short messaging service that
works over multiple networks and
devices.
WHERE DID THE IDEA FOR TWITTER
COME FROM?
·

Jack Dorsey had grown interested in
the simple idea of being able to know
what his friends were doing.
Specifically,Jack wondered if there
might be an opportunity to build
something compelling around this
simple status concept When he
brought the idea up to his colleagues,
it was decided that a prototype should
be built.
-:-TWITTER.COM

'*
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Web site offers savings through renting textbooks
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online for much cheaper,
and they haven't bought
back my books."
Brewster; who was
unaware of Chegg.com and
other textbook rental Web
sites
such
as
Textbooks.com and CampusBookRentals.com, said
she could see the positives
to
renting
textbooks
because of their price.
"If you could just rent it
for the semester you need it
- for a lot of classes like
math and English, you're
not going to keep those
books," Brewster said.
''You're never going to look
in them again."
Chegg rents textbooks
during a semester for 125
days from the original
order date and rents textbooks for 60 days during
the summer.
Jacob Thompson, textbook manager at CB&S
Bookstore, said while there
may be advantages to renting online, students have
other things to consider
when making a decision
. about their books.
Thompson said some
students are not receivmg
the book they ordered, and
SHAUN BEVAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
that there is no way to tell Web sites such as Chegg.com, Textbooks.com and CampusBookRentals.com allow college students to rent textbooks for a discounted price instead of buying them at their full cost from the stodent bookstore.
.
unless they actually see it.
unaware of Chegg's conser"Students are turning offers full returns for up to a
organization.
back away from online week after classes begin,
Chegg plaµts a tree for vation efforts.
rentals and purchases from which is also a benefit
"I'm big into going
every book ~ student rents,
not getting the correct because students don't
buys or sells back to Chegg green," Spencer said.
book," Thompson said. have to ship back the book
Spencer spent nearly
through the American
"Many books sold on these and wait for their credit
Forests' Global ReLeaf $500 on textbooks last
Web sites are custom ver- online, Thompson sai~
semester and said she is
campaign.
sions or international ediAlso, books can be
Chegg has funded more interested in using Chegg's
tions, which are not legal to _ordered from CB&S at Colthan 100 acres of new trees services in the future to
- VANESSA BREWSTER
sell in the United States."
legebook.com and picked
in vari9us locations such as help save money on :t}ie
SENIOR, APPLIED SCIENCE SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT
Thompson said the up in the store.
Malawi, Guatemala and cost of textbooks.
CB&S Bookstore .provides
Amanda Pasik, · a senior
Sayla Jones, Chegg repMexico:
a type of customer service advertising and public rela- choose to sell their book of the book, if it is returned
·~ytime a student can resentative and a senior at
that online rental compa- tions major, said she mostly back to the company.
toCB&S.
get involved by purchasing San Jose State University,
nies cannot,
well as ' uses Amazon.com to purChegg offers nearly half
Another incentive for and reselling a book and a said that Chegg can offer
.absolute assurance that stu- chase her textbooks.
back of what ,the book was students
to
utilize tree or multiple trees. can savings for students on
dents are getting the corShe said she spent close purchased for and can be Chegg.com, aside from the be planted and exchanged textbooks through disrect books required for to $300 on textbooks due to paid by check in the mail commitment to saving is a win, win situation for counted prices and renting
their classes.
the specific Spanish book for cash or credit toward money, is the savings both the student and the out textbooks.
Thompson said he deals required for her course.
future Chegg purchases or afforded to the environ- environment," said Alaina
"Chegg saves a lot of
directly with professor~
·Pasik said she would use, rentals, according to the ment by renting their text- Bernard from the UCF money," Jones said "I saved
books.
·
from UCF, obtaining a com- Chegg to rent textbooks.
Web site. ·
Environmental Initiative $200 last semester. It really
plete listing of the courses
"Sometimes ;you only
The CB&S Bookstore
Chegg's
eco-friendly about Chegg's eco-friendly helps."
·and books required.
need a book for a specific also offers a guarantee buy- policy includes recycling policy.
Jones, who has only
"There is the immediate test or a short time," Pasik · · back program. They choose and reusing 'textbooks .
Lindsey Spencer, a sen- been utilizing 'Chegg.com
acquisition of the boo~ by said.
between 15 and 20 popular along with a partnership ior communications major, for a year, said she wished
getting it in the store,"
Chegg's buy-back pro- titles of used boo~ and with American Forests, the said she had viewed she would have known
Thompson said. ·
gram offers students a cash guarantee custome:ts 50 nation's oldest nonprofit Chegg.com and thought it about it sooner in order to
The CB&S Bookstore back guarantee if they percent back from the cost citizens'
conservation was cool, but said she was save money.
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' .•. For a lot of classes like math
and English, you're not going to
keep those books. You're never
going to look in them again.'
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s crown reopens on July Fourth
SUZANNE MA
Associated Press .
'J,

Ii
t)

NEW YORK - The
first visitors allowed into
the Statue of Liberty's
crown in nearly eight
years made the arduous
climb Saturday on an
Independence Day journey laden with symbolism of freedom, national
pride - and for one couple, romance.
Aaron Weisinger, 26,
got down on one knee on
the crown's small floor, ·
pulledoutadiamondring
and proposed to his girlfriend, Erica Breder.
Stunned,
Breder
squeezed her eyes shut as
tears rolled down her
cheeks, and whispered an
immediate yes.
"To propose in the
crown was perfect," 25year-old Breder said later.
Cheering the Walnut
Creek, Cali£, couple, fellow visitors also felt the
gravity of the occasfon.
"I feel the Statue of
Liberty ;represents global
unity, a sign that our
world must unify," said
Barbara McLean, 57, of
Atlanta. After ascending
,the total of 354 steps to
the statue's' crown, she
sang ''.America the Beautiful" - her deep voice res·
onating off the low,
rounded ceiling of the
crown's interior - before
fellow visitors broke into
a hefty applause.
"I don't think people's
hardships are over when '
they come to America,
but I still think that it is a
beacon of hope," she,said.
"Even in a difficult econMEL EVANS/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
omy and in a war, still the Asmall sailboat is seen from Jfrsey City, NJ., as it sails the Hudson River Saturday, July 4, near the Statue of Liberty.
dream and ideology it
represents is beyond
words."
The statue was closed
' to the public after the
Sept. ll, 2001, attacks. The
base, pedestal and outdoor observation deck
were reopened in 2004,
but the crown remained
off-limits.
The National Park
Service said the crown
remained closed because
the narrow, double-helix ·
staircases could not be
safely evacuated in an
emergency and didn't
comply with fire and
building codes. Tourists
often
suffered
heat
exhaustion, shortness of
breath, panic attacks,
claustrophobia and fear
DAVID GOLDMAN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
of heights, spokesman Aleyna Bartnick, 8, of Merrick, N.Y., looks up toward the torch of the Statue of Liberty while visiting
the crown of the
Darren Boch said.
monument in New York, Saturday. The first visitors were allowed into the Statue of Liberty's crown Saturday in nearly
New handrails have eight years after it was dosed to the public after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
since been installed to
"I was nervous on the
help with the climb, and
the World Trade Center.
pass it every day and we
So far, about 14,500 tick- just wave to it or take piconly 30 people per hour way 'Up, but I blamed it on
are allowed up the dark, the hike," Weisinger said
ets to the crown have been tures. Now we actually get
sold, most of them for vis- to go inside."
narrow staircase. They later. He and Breder, who
its through the end of
are guided by park have been together for
Marking the historic
three years, both cried
rangers along the way.
August. Tickets curre.ntly date, seven mem,bers of the
'
on sale are for. visits in the U.S, arm~d forces were
The first 30 huffed and after his proposal.
Rep. Anthony Weiner,
fall and beyond. Tickets for sworn in as citizens Satursweated as they made
their way, twisting and D-N.Y., pushed for years
the July Fourth weekend day at the statue's base.
sold out wi,thin hours.
"It's the very diversity of
using the handrails to for the crown to be
pull themselves up stairs reopened, once calling
· "I feel like I was just · this country that has made
sometimes too small to the decision to close it off born today," said Andrea us strong," Secretary of the
Balfour, 38, as she prepared Ihterior Ken Salazar said.
fit an entire foot. Most "a partial victory for tetto go up to the crown with
later said the climb was- rorists."
The statue, 305 feet tall
The reopening "repreher daughter, Mona. Mona to the tip of its raised torch,
n't as bad as they had
sents some personal vinwon an essay contest spon- was designed to mark the
anticipated.
sored by the New York 1876 centennial of the DecWeisinger
was dication," he said SaturDaily News to get to go up laration of Independence.
drenched in sweat as he day.
"It's nice to pat Lady
to crown Saturday - her It faces the entrance to
reached the top, but not .
13th birthday.
just because of the work- Liberty's toes. It's nice to
New York Harbor, welThe visit w~ the Staten coming the ''huddled massout. He had planned for stand and breathe ·the air
Island · pair's "biggest es yearning to breathe
months to propose in a on Liberty Island, but you
dream," said Balfour, who free," in the words of
place full of personal sig- really haven't lived the
takes the . Staten Island Emma Lazarus, engraved
nificance - his grand- experience until you've
ferry daily to go to work. "I on a bronze plaque inside
parents, immigrants from gone up to the crown," he
Eastern Europe, arrived said. '½. lot of Americans
at nearby Ellis Island. A are able to see that now."
Some of the crown's 25
generation later, his
fiancee's parents also windows offer a view of
arrived in New York as the Manhattan skyline, no
immigrants from Eastern longer punctuated by the
no-story twin towers of
Europe.

Statue.of Liberty ·
The Statute of Liberty tiara
(crown), closed to the public since
the Sept. 11 ~ 2001, terrorist
attacks, reopens July 4.

--Windows
in tiara

25
·151 ft.
(4&m)
·steps
to tiara

305ft.
(93m)

354
02009

MCT

Source:

U.S.

National
Park
Service.
MCT
Photo
' Service .

Statue
of Liberty

• Dedicated in 1886; a gift from
the people of France ·1 0 th~ people
of the United States; sculpted
by Frederic Auguste Barth~ldi

• Gr~n color Statue's copper
is oxidized by ocean air"
·
I

. • Tiara's seven spikes represent
Earth's continents and seas

• Tablet inscribed JULY IV
MDCCLXXVI (July 4 , 1776)
r

the statue.
The torch has been
closed since it was damaged
by a saboteur's bomb in 1916. ·
VISitors are now screened
before boarding ferries and
·again before they can visit
the museum in the base or
climb to the top of the
pedestal.
Jennifer Stewart won a
Statue of Liberty lookalike
contest to join the first group

of visitors headed to the
crown.
The
Brooklyn
Heights resident, who has
imitated the statue for 23
years, arrived in full costume
and green makeup.
"Being able to perceive
the world through her eyes,
from Liberty's crown ..- I
just feel it's so important to
maintain the opportunity to
literally be a part of liberty," .
she said.

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL

CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWa.lldn.com
Most Insurances Accepted
(located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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should ~ep down
S

outh Carolina Governor Mark Sanford has
gone from being a
trusted husband and politician, not to mention a possible 2012 presidential candidate, to a gossip-infused
tabloid subject who would
do everyone a favor by
resigning from office.
Seven ·GOP senators, including Senate Majority Leader
Harvey Peeler, issued a letter
last Tuesday asking Sanford
to step down. according to
CNN.
''The bottom line is that
the Governor's private matters should remain private,
but his deception and negligence make it impossible for
us to trust him, and for him
to govern in the future,'' they
wrote.
This is not just another
case of the GOP trying to
take the moral high road
Paul Begala, a CNN con-

tributor and Democratic
strategist who was an adviser
to President Bill Clinton. said
he is concerned about Sanford's hypocrisy.
Begala cited Sanford's
vote in the House of Representatives to impeach Clinton and his anti-gay marriage
and civil unions stances as
indications that he is "incredibly judgmental about other
people's sex lives."
It's also very clear that
Sanford's public apology was
coated with emotional dialogue and tearS' in order tq ·
cover up his political wrongs
with private ones and reinforce his conservative values.
If Sanford really went to
Argentina because he ne~ded "a break from the bubble
wherein every word, every
moment is recorded,'' and he
truly wants to fall back in
love with his wife, he_will go
home and try to repair his

tnarriage privately.
At one point last week
Sanford even compared his
struggles to those of King
David in the Bible and said
God wants him to stay in
office.
Chuck Colson. founder of
Prison Fellowship Ministries,
said in a New York Tunes
article: "If the governor looks
at the Bible, he will see that
the story of David is told as a
cautionary tale - not something to be emulated - and
that it led to the greatest
writing of confession and
repentance in the Bible.
"He will also, if he reads
scripture, realize that a
believer's priorities are first
to love God, second to love
his family. and third to pursue his calling."
Ifs time for Sanford to
practice what he preaches
and burst his bubble of
infamy himself.

Ne~ techttology
too impersonal
A

lthough many students appreciate the
use-ofFacebook, thosewho go without the popular
social network help keep
other conunon ways communicating, such as talking on
telephones and mailing letters, alive and active.
Toe standard postal mailing system has been called
snail mail for years, but now
even e-mail has joined the ·
ranks as one of the old ways
to talk to family and friends.
Facebook allows users to
update their moods and locations while simultaneously
receiving updates from the
people in their immediate circle.
But the constant obsession
with Facebook has not influenced everyone, not because
they don't know what it is,
but because they choose not
to participate. This choice
helps to balance out a society
that seems tQ be losing the
traditional ways we interact

with each other by finding
quiclc technological solutions.
Talking qn the phone and
sending out a letter take more
time than just "Facebooking''
someone, but it makes communicating more personal.
· A voice can actually be
heard on the end of a telephone line and writing a letter takes time to create, which
can make it more appreciated
by those who read it.
This isn't to say that communicating through social
networks is bad or will damage society. Social networks
can help us stay linked to
each other when there is no
time to meet face to face.
They provide an easy and
convenient way to stay in
touch. but they shouldn't be
the sole way we communicate with each other.
Any frequent user found
around UCF can attest to
how addictive the site can be.
This obsession is evident by
the need to carry Facebook

into classrooms and the
workplace.
,A survey done by IT services provider Telindus found .
that a third of employees ages
18 to 24 would leave their jobs
if they weren't allowed to use
Facebook at work. Another 21
percent said that having the
privilege taken away would
annoythem.
Some jobs require using
Facebook so employers can
connect with the public and
their workers, but half of
businesses in the U.S. restrict
employee access to social
networking sites. An employer banning the use ofFacebook isn't worth risking a job
for.
· Social networks like Facebook and Twitter may. and
most likely will, advance
along with other technology.
but remembering to utilize
other forms of communication will help us stay connected both inside and outside of
the popular trends.

Postshould have
higher stan
els·
•

A

•

ta time when newspapers are tanking left
and right, layoffs are
in,.minent and salaries are
being cut, it is not surprising
that The Washington Post
crossed ethical lines to try to
get its revenues out of the
, red That does not, however,
mean that it is justified
The Washington Post Co.,
which also owns TV stations,
Newsweek and Kaplan, lost
. $19.5 million last quarter,
according to the Washington

Business JoumaL

•

While these figures are
daunting and extremely
unfortunate, the paper should
no longer exist if transparen~
cy and accuracy are no
longer priorities in the newsroom.
Toe Post's marketing
department sent out flyers
promoting a series of dinners
at the home of Post publisher.
. f3-tharine WeY1'¼°uth.

I

According to the flier, the
dinners would have.allowed
lobbyists, business leaders
and officials from the Obama
administration and Congress
to get off-the-record access to
Post journalists.
Lobbyists and trade
groups would have been
required to spend $25,000 or
more to sponsor the event,
essentially paying for a
chance to get their side heard
and influence the journalists.
Journalists aren't supposed to accept as much as a
cup of coffee from a source,
so it's atrocious to think that
one of America's leading
daily papers would accept
hundreds of thousands of
dollars from politicians and
lobbyists.
"What the Post was looking to do was to make a profit
on the role of the convener ...
Toe idea of crossing a boundary line that seenfis to me
~

painted so brightly white, I'm
astonished that it got this far,"
Tom Fiedler. former editor of
the Miami Herald. said
Weymouth, her reporters
and her editors claim that
they didn't know about the
fliers, which were distributed
by the marketing department.
"The flier would have
been immediately killed,
because it completely misrepresented what we were
trying to do,'' Weymouth
insisted in an article published in The New York
Times.
But even if Weymouth and
other newsroom staff were
oblivious, why would the
marketing department ever
think the flier was acceptable?
Andrew Alexander, the
Post's ombudsman, wrote on
his blog th'at ''this comes
pretty close to a public relations disaster.''
(,

•,.,

WAYNE STAYSKAL /TRIBUNEMEDIA SERVICES

Celebrate freedom,
but do it res . . . .----~-------Y·
It may seem ironic,
toilets placed across the
but this year especially I
street from the store.
Kim waited in line
felt a great deal of pride
with about 30 other
when I reflected on the
women desperate to use ,
historic day that has
a stall.
·
allowed us to experience
Ginna tweeted, "More
life with every kind of
than 30 people in line
freedom and opportunidown the yogurt aisle to
ty at our feet.
use the downtown PubIt's not because I've
lix bathroom= proof portbee:p. watching too many
JENNIFER ROSS
o-potties need to catch
episodes of Oprah or
Opinions Editor
up with the rest of sociereading the Federalist
Papers cover to cover.
ty."
Once we returned from Publix it
I've just ·always been a patriot.
wasn't long before a group of men
And even though America has
and women dressed in what
certainly seen better days, th.e diffiappeared to be traditional East Indicult times we are experiencing now
an garb, saris and kurtas, started
remind us that our success as a
nation is measured by freedom, not
marc:hing around the lake banging
on bongos and chanting in an unfawealth.
miliar language.
·
In Jionor·of those sentiments, I
Normally I wouldn't have mindfelt that I had to make the most of
ed such a cultural display. but since
my Independence Day celebrating
this was the one day of the year for
this year, despite some gestures l
Americans to celebrate their culture
didn't exactly appreciate.
After going to a friend's house to
and heritage I quickly became
eat burgers and drink sweet tea
offended.
while listening to the distinctly
I wondered how the citizens of
another nation would feel if a·group
'American melodies ofJohnny Cash,
of Americans stomped through ·
I stopped by the cpokout my roomtheir independence day celebration
mate was throwing by the pool at
our apartment complex.
waving stars and stripes and singing
It's just not an American holiday
''Yankee Doodle.''
·I'm not criticizing them because
if you don't gain a couple pounds
Qf their culture or religion. it has
throughout the day.
Once it got to be 6 o'clock my
nothing to do with race or ethnicity.
friends, Ginna and Kim, and I decid- I just don't think it was the appropriate time or place for them to be
ed to drive downtown and hang out
publicly displaying nationalism for a
by Lake Eola to watch the fireworks.
nation other than America.
Considering all I did last year
Throughout the course of the
was peer over some trees and catch
a glimpse of Oviedo's attempt at a ·
night, however, I began to wonder if
fireworks show, I was pretty excited the American expressions of patriAfter we had nervously walked
otism were any less annoying.
all the way from the parking garage
During the .f ireworks show multiby the Amway Arena·to t;he lake ple adults behind Qle repeatedly
it was four dollars cheaper, don't
shouted, "Democracy!" at the top of·
their lungs and, as we walked back
judge me - I was overwhelmed by
to the car, a large group of teenagers
the hundreds, maybe even thousands, of people gathered to eat hot
sang "God Bless America" so off-key
dogs and funnel cake and watch a
I thought my ears were going to
bleed· few fireworks go off
Don't get me wrong, I appreciatOnce we had found a good spot
ed the enthusiasm and, like I said,
by the railing surrounding the lake
I'm ·a patriot. I didn't spend four ·
we spread out Ginna's silver car sun
visor, the only replacement we had
hours downtown just to see some
for the blanket we forgot to bring,
explosive devices burst into
sparkling confetti.in the sky.
and took a seat.
· I just wish that same fervor could
We were located in front of the
have been expressed in ways that
downtown Publix that was swarmdidn't htµ"t my ears more than the
ing with hungry, thirsty, bathroombound individuals who were unwill- booms and cracklin&:.s of pyrotechnics.
ing to use the four or five portable
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

sp·eech class cuts
hinder students

learned in my history classt!s.
Do I need to be forced to pay to
take·a history class when I've
already learned everything they
·have to teach in high school? I
A more obvious place to cut
would be required Gen. Eds such don't think so.
Why do we have to take these
as American history. psychology.
classes
when they don't pertain to
world history. and world religions.
our major? Of course, everybody
These classes are a waste of time
at some point should understand
unless they're in your major.
how
to give a presentation. how to
Everybody needs to learn
write alid should understand basic
speech though.
algebra
ANONYMOUS

Ahem, history a waste of time?
Only if you're not interested in
understanding the world around
you.

ANONYMOUS

Kiss and Tell
Haha, I totally agree with the .

FERNANDO idea that most of us try to develop

Fernando,
Depending on your major and
your interest history can be a
waste of time.
I understand the world around
me by reading the news and reading books. I learned much more
from doing that than what I

a list of qualities for our ideal
mate and it working against us. I
notice that sometimes we get too ,
involved with an idea of who a
person is than who they truly are.
Haha, just some thoughts. Love
your article!!
IREESE WITHERSPOON

..r>
I
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Ball games important to squad'
,,

FROM

ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF heavyweight champion Brock Lesnar should walk out of Saturday's fight
agains~ Frank Mir at UFC 100 with the undisputed heavyweight title. .

ExpectUCFalum
to win Sa~day
FROM

A8

Michael Bisping will come
down to earth
I am not that high on
Bisping, the UFC's golden
boy for international
growth.
The English fighter has
an impressive 18.,.1 record,
and I love the Wolfslair, his
camp, but there is no way
he can match HendersoIL
Hender:son is a beast,
and his past three victories have come against
Vitor Belfort, Wanderlei
Silva, and Rich Franklin.
Henderson's resume contains some of the best
fighters in the world,
whereas Bisping's greatest
victory was either against
Matt Hammil in UFC 75
or Chris Leben in UFC 89..
Hendersoi;i o~tlasts

Bisping for a unanimous
decisioIL
·

UCF alum Tom Lawlor will
win his second UFC fight
Lawlor came to prominence during season eight
of The illtimate Fighter.
During the show, to get
back at people eating his
fruit, he privately urinated
on them, then watched as
his roommates savored
the tangy food. Way to
make UCF-proud.
But I like Lawlor to win
his fight against CB Dolloway on the undercard
Dolloway 'i s the better
wrestler, but I thihk
Lawlor will show
improved striking and be
able to keep the fight
standing.
Lawlor with a split . ·
decisioIL

A8

is really important that we
go and do well. When we
go fo camp, we'll be competing against a lot of the
schools that are in the
Southeast
Conference
region, and those are our
primary competitors Tennessee, Alabama ·and
LSU."
And Gooch said that
faring well in camp is
important for establishing
the UCF name before it
heads into competitioIL
"We want to go, and we
want to do well competing
at camp because they publish the results of who got
what place in the different
areas, and you want your
names to be near the top
so that the perceP,tion is
that you've got a good
team coming into the
competition season," she
said.
.
.
Competition, though,
fa only a small part, of the
cheerleaders' seasoIL
"More than 90 percent
of the year, our focus is on
football season and bas-,
ketball season," Gooch
said. "Those are very
important to us. It's
important that we have a
good balance and do a
good job leading the
crowd at our ball games."
The fact that the team
spends su~h a large percentage of its time doing
non-competitive cheering
PHOTOS BY RAMI ROTLEWICT / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
makes Gooch hesitate in Under the tutelage of head coach Linda Gooch, the UCF cheerleaders, top awaiting the results at the 2008 National
calling cheerleading a Championship and above after their 3rd-place finish in said event, have become a perennial.contender for titles.
sport.
"To me, a sport is practice or at an event
1
something that exists sole- where we are performing
ly for competition," Gooch that didn't look at that and
said. ''.And we don't exist go 'Wow, they are some
solely for competitioIL"
really great athletes,' "
Gooch says that even Gooch said. "I think that
though they aren't solely sometimes we like to have
around for· competition, things 1.1eatly in a box, and
her .cheerleaders are still I just don't think you can
- LINDA GOOCH
athletes.
fit cheerleading neatly in a
UCFCHEERLEADING COACHON WHY CHEERLEADING IS NOT ASPORT
"I don't think there is box that says 'sport.' But
anybody who has ever they def1nitely are athwatched ·our routine at letes."

To me, a sport is something
that exists solely for
competition. And we don't exist.
solely for competition.~

i!:A
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Coach shows cheerleading
is more than competition
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POLICE WORKING TO SOLVE
CASE OF SLAIN FORMER QB
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Police were
working Sunday to unravel the
relationship between slain former NFL
quarterback Steve McNair and his
friend, a 20-year-old woman who was
found shotto death alongside him in
his downtown condominium.
McNair, who led the famous
Tennessee Titans' drive that came a yard
short of forcing overtime in the 2000
Super Bowl, was found dead on a sofa
in the living room Saturday with
multiple gunshot wounds, including
one to the head. His friend, Sahel
Kazemi, was very crose to him on-the
floor, killed by a single gunshot. A pistol
was discovered near her, but police said
it took a while to find the firearm.
Authorities didn't immediately say
who was to blame for the killings, but
they weren't looking for any suspects.
McNair, 36, and Kazemi were
together.just two days earlier, when
she was pulled over driving a 2007
Escalade registered to her and McNair.
She was arrested on a DUI charges, and
he was allowed to leave in a taxi.
McNair and Kazemi apparently knew
each other from a restaurant the
quarterback and his family frequented,
but workers there wouldn't talk about
their relationship. Police also refused to
release any details about their
relationship, simply calling Kazemi a
"friend:'
Autopsies were planned for Sunday.
Police spokesman Don Aaron said
McNair's wife, Mechelle, is "very
distraught:'
"At this juncture, we do not believe
she is involved," he said. "Nothing has
been ruled out, but as far as actively
looking for a suspect tonight, the
answer would be no:'

BRITISH RIDER WINS 2ND
STAGE OF TOUR DE FRANCE
BRIGNOLLES, France - Britain's
Mark Cavendish has won the second
stage of the Tour de France, with seventime champion Lance Armstrong
finishing safely in the trailing pack.
Fabian Cancellara of Switzerland kept
the overall lead. He won the opening
time trial a day earli~r to take the
yellow jersey.
• The tricky, 116-mile course began in
the principality of Monaco on Sunday
and ended in Brignoles, France:The
stage featured four minor climbs in the
sun-baked hills of Provence along the ·
Mediterranean. The layout favored
.sprinters and breakaway specialists.
The three-week race finishes July 26
in Paris.

:TENNIS · ·

When UCF Cheerleading coach Linda Gooch
was a student at Oak Ridge High School, she never
thought she would spend her career as a cheerleader.
In fact, Gooch might have never become interested in cheerleading if Orange County hadn't eliminated
gymnastics going into her senior year.
But now, entering her 26th year as coach, it is hard to
imagine things any other way.
Despite being the longest-tenured coach at UCF and
leading her team to 14 top-10 finishes in the past 16 years,
including two national championships, Gooch says her coaching style isn't all that different from anyone else's.
"[The coaches have] always treated our cheerleading team just
like any other sport," Gooch said. "We've always been under the
departinent of athletics, so we function just like any other athletic
team, with discipline, regimented workouts, regimented warm-ups
and cool downs, drills - all of the different things you'd find in any
sport. 'l like to think that we are a disciplined team and that we're
also very fair with our student-athletes,''
One interesting diff~rence, however, is that
·Gooch rarely talks about winn,ing with her team.
"If we come, off the floor,. and we have not
had any major errors, that's what you set out to
do,'' Gooch said. · "That's your goal. And
everything else is in ~omebody else's hands,
you can't really do much about that.
''In 2003, we won the championship, and
in 2004, we defended the title and did a perfect routine, and we got third place. But you
can live with that, because you lmow you
did your absolute best."
Just being able to compete for a title was
a long road for Gooch and the UCF squad
After spending 10 seasons trying to
qualify for competition, the team finally
inade it fu 1994, Three years later, they
were invited to compete in Division I-A
"I just remember standing backstage,
drawing for the order of competition,"
Gooch said. "It was such a cool feeling to be
standing around coaches from those other
schools I had watched ... on television all
those years as a cheerleader here at UCF."
Gooch remembers her time as a cheerleader at UCF, looking at some of the best
squads in the country and e n ~ their success.
"When I was cheering at UCF, I watched
this on television and watched Ohio State and
North Carolina State, those were the dominant schools at .. that time," Gooch said.
''And I just thought, 'Gosh, to be a part of
something like that, that would be so
great.'"
And even though they are now
well-established as contenders for
the title each year, one ofthe most
exhilarating aspects of coaching
still comes from watching her
team compete at nationals.
"I am literally maybe 10 feet
from them,'' Gooch said "I mean,
I'm right on the corner of the mat
and have an opportunity to
watch- them. The greatest
thing is watching their
faces, and then at the end,
if they've done well and
lmow that they've done
well, it is just so exciting
to watch them."
Gooch's main goals
_for the team going into
-t he 2010 season are to
stay focused and help
ready a new, fairly
young team for both
sports season and
competition season.
''We really try not to
look too far down the
road," Gooch said. "We
have camp this swnmer, and it
PLEASE SEE

FEDERER BESTS RODDICK FOR .
15TH GRAND SLAM TITLE

Head coach Linda Gooch, who has been at UCF
for 26 years, has led the cheerleaders, seen
here competing for the 2008 national title, to
two titles in the past six years.

WIMBLEDON, England - Roger
Federer won his record 15th Grand
Slam title Sunday, outlasting Andy
Roddick for his sixth Wimbledon
championship in a marathon match
that wentto 16-14 in the fifth set.
Federer served a career-high 50 aces
and overcame the resilient American 57, 7-6 (6), 7-6 (5), 3-6, 16-14 to break
the record of major titles he shared
with Pete Sampras and enhance his
reputation as perhaps the greatest
player in history.
The match finally ended after more
than four hours when Federer broke for
the first time all day, with Roddick
hitting an errant forehand.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Did everyone have a
good Fourth of July?
I hope everyone got
their fill of good people,
grilled food, and fireworks, because now that
we have that boring, unim-=
portant, holiday out .of the
way, we can move on to
better things.
Like grown men hitting
each other.
I can see why the powers that be held the Independence Day celebration
on July Fourth, because
they lmow that what really
matters, is what happens
July ll in the Mandalay
Bay Events Center in Las
Vegas, and there is no way
-lights exploding in the sky
can match up with the
bright lights of UFC 100.
It is being billed as the
biggest night of fights in
mixed martial arts history,
and it is hard to argue that.
There is a heavyweight
title bout, a welterweight
title fight and a glut of
other fabulous fighters.
Here are my predictions:

Brock Lesnar will beat Frank
Mir for the heavyweight title
I think Lesnar is too
big, too fast and too strong
to get caught like he did in
their first fight, when Mir
grabbed Lesnar's foot as
he tried to get up and lock
in a lmee bar.
But Lesnar is unlikely
to commit the same mistake.
I like that Mir has come
back so well from his terri· fying motorcycle accident
a few years back, but he
just can't compete with
someone like Lesnar, who
has all the tools to be a
champion for a long time.
Mir has his splendid jui
jitsu, and his striking was
superb against Antonio
Rodrigo Nogueira, but that
will not be enough, and
Lesnar will drop him for
good in the third round
This will the ceremoni~ beginning of the Lesnar
Era, wherein the UFC will
struggle to find heavyweights that can compete
with the freakish athlete.
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Thiago Alves will beat
Georges St. Pierre

I like St. Pierre a lot,
and I think he is one of the
best pound-for-pound
fighters in the world.
But Alves is just a massive, dangerous fighter, ·
St. Pierre is a big welterweight, but:' Alves is
probably a little bit bigger,
and his striking is ridiculously brutal
Alves has been to a
decision only four times in
his career, so maybe liis
conditioning plays a factor.
St. Pierre has been to
the third round or beyond
in three of his past five
fights, including two title
bouts, and we lmow he
can handle the length of a
championship fight.
But Alves is a bad man,
and I think he hurts St.
Pierre and stops him in
the second rol.llld
PLEASE SEE EXPECT ON
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RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS .
100
125
1S0
17S
200

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-Time C
HelpWanted:Full-Time C
Business Opportunities
B
For Rent: Homes
B

225 For Rent Aparbnents
250Roommates

B
A

275 Sublease
300 for Sale: Homes

B

.

BARTENDERS WANTED.
l\leres!ay.TrairgProvded
Pqe18+0K800-965-6520x107.

INCREDIBLE INTERN
OPPORTUNrTYll The Pita Pits c1
01a'lcbneed~!AwfK,:art
shoud be a 1alen1ed and
a:irrpe4Ent irdvdJal in CXJt1l)lder
rncrkelilg, espedaly web oosigl.

E-mail res.mes b
bea::hy222)2@yah:Jo.rom.
Now Hrirg Woo P1ogam1e111t
Drectcr
Please sero resune Vlli1h Salary
.
requrements to
Good lobsl\let@!}'Tlail.oom

MUSTSEE!!I
21:x:i,2.5ba Uy rerovated
10wnhJme in CaTilridge Gide
italian tile thou!;tout al
~ nd. $500 deposit

$800hno407-41&8369

312.5 TO'MT"IOUSe & 3/212. House
1 mie from UCF. ~
~ - CorrrTuily IX)OI. 1 car
g;rcige. AvailciJle sla1irgJune.
Cal: 954-663-6298
ONn )IOI..I' O'M1 l11ClDle h:>me'
rrirues from UCF. 2 bctm 1 bath
central AC & heatpa1ly
ftmshed. Nioe p.;r1(,dean, sale.
$8500. P.-1< rent is $285 p.tnth

1 ex 2 peope. $380 + eledric,
Krij1ls 1..a1cing, UCF sh.JUie
service, one (maybe MO) bed,balh
avaiable. 407 249 9374 Ken
2 male roorrmates WcnEd
415.00 ead1
cbse b school
can Ada'n 954-817-9600
2 rooms avail. in a 3'2 house
rooms rotfurished. ~
Aug..Jst Localed in River Pak on
Dean blw. 50U'M3rsity. $600,m
ird. util. cal 561-354-m88.

, 37S For Sale: Pets

A

S00

A

600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 1Wanted

$}9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A

400 Services
Announcements

RateC

B
A
B

~ lawn care.

Room avail for elem, quiet and
reap. N'S male senior or gmdua1e
student in immacuale Y.2 home
neer UCF. Screet leCHn patio with
20 person in-ground jacuzzi plus
suround sound, home lheatre
system w'sladium seating, prof.
pool !able with lights, huge walk-111
kitchen, Wit>, dlgllal cable, high- .
speed wirele$S internet, security

system and lawn care. $550\'no all
util Incl Lease until Dec. '09 with
option 1D renew. CaH 407-709:6098
for more info.
Need 2 roorrmates for 3bd 2blh
muse 5mls to UCF. Pn::e is
flexille. I can email ful detais
Vlli1h fXS. Conta:t
Dariel\/82@h:Jtmal1.oom ex 407409-6206

i1dt.des w a l e r ~ gaibage

O.r ron

gcrluated row you can save!
moneyro.(386)441-7793

Rooms for rent in 2,2, 3,2 &4/4
bedroom
$475 & i.p. Ya!tl
~ Util. Incl. 2 miles 1D UCF.
lrrlvidual leases. Month to rronth
avail. www.ForRentNearUCF.rom

romes.

UCF Area, 41.2.512 2300 SF LA

san patio, tile fl, w/amerities, hieff. AC, Uiv. Bv & Sunlree Bv(10028 su, via 8v, Cll1) $1595
(407) f'Bl-'H/6

TIVOii Apls (UCF), (1/1 In a
212). Rent is $560tnlh. Room
is huge and 1he place is very
clean. call 407-962-Ql60 and
ask for Isaiah. Available Now.

First Month Free!

,.

AvaableAl.g.Jst. DLpex in Sl'lawood
Forest 3'2 $950hno. Cbse1o UCF.
LB'Ml ca-e, W/0, distmasher nd.
Call 407-'H/-2900 or 402-200-7577

')

Towmouse R:lr Rent 2 Ba-25 Ba both

~ . all ~ indl.ded. 1,2
mi. from UCF, W/D.Avai Now.
$850kno. Cal 407-31Q..6583

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE

2a. Funished Concb in Htrter's

Resen,e,Hardv,,ood floors, \lauled

ceii-gs, 2n:t 11oor, Screened-In
Pon::h, SIOve, microwave,
washer,ttyer and relrigerabr.
WalerfronMoultaPool and Gilt>

Houseil.oca1ed 1,2 nile UCF.
All utites & illemet ind.ded.
$1300tnonth 0( $650 per rocmate
Cal 863-004-6016 to schecUe a
visit Adctess: 1OB Reserve Ci'.
Unit #'200. Ag-rt onAlalaya

312.5 TH. Kitchen, W/0,
dli:tlouse, i:;ool. Nea- UCF.
$1350Avai.Aug.
Cal Ronak:l 305-772-5537 ex
~@belsh:luth.net
3,2 DLpex i1 Shelwood Forest

$850kno. Cbse 1D UCF. Lawn
are, W/D, cishwasher nd. Cal
407-937-2900 0( 4a2-208-7577

Bike1ol/CF2BD21/2BA,W/D,DW,MW,Fro::I Patio,2Pkg Spa=,1'2RENT 1stMO,

$750C)ep,$925Mo,407-493-27Z3
UCF <3ra:l Go l<nigllsl

The Oest at Waterord Lakes
l..J..oo.iy Concb 2brta:>a, wkl, gym,
i:;ool. Water ind., $ 475roorrmale
Gal (407) 247-6423

Great Deal!
TIM'.> room Sl.ite Vlli1h pivale bath
and enlra1ce in h:>me i1 Wllller .
Sprirgs. Funlshed, al utilities,
cable and vvieless illEmet Olly
$500,tro. Cal407-227-3419

3,2 ~ luxuy ai:x at
1he Oest at Walerfatl Lakes. .
Non-smokelS, neat; respell ISttl,

bectoom fl.mshirgs.
-gange available..
Cal 201446-1437

$l3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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suldolku
9 5
Puzzles by Pappocom
Fill in the grid so
8
6
!
I
9
.L-··,.....-.!-·-- · --.--·- ·-·l· -·--·--··· that every row,
,4 ; 5 column and 3x3 box
2
7 ,
contains the digits 1
4 1 I
through 9 with no
l1
8 -t
repeats.
1. t

UCF!NE ORLANDO

Feina1e ROOMATE NEEDED.
House near UCF perfect for 34

Luxuy Concb at1he Oest
Waterbd Lakes, great location 1D
ma,y ~ a'dfloorlri,
1138 sqft, cbse t> UCF,
2br,2balh, gym, i:;ool, 2 WI c:bsas,
washer,ttyer, g!'lbage pick-t4J,
alam, and water-al n:i.ded.
$1,200 mo. Cal: 407-694-0651

~ 1M'.>IT1€11. $625 indu'.les aB

utities except cable. 52 ft lap

IX)OI. Grill area Need one 1D MO
more roorrmates for Aug..Jst 1st
Must be rea:ty1o sig1 a 6 month
lease, with one A? month deposit
Conta:t Emily at 407-7006355 for
. fu1her i1bmaoon.

~f
3 ·+·····
! 7~

91

3

~+-+3·
·
I
7

t

:

i

---i---ii

1

II

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

i

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve!

-__,,,_

5

12-:-6 -~ . . .
l

'

.

'

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Maple syrup
fluids
5 Musher's vehicle
9 Did some
chinwagging
14 Elm or oak
15 Breaker oo the'
shore
16 Central Florida
city
17 Israeli carrier
18 Light bulb, in a
comic strip
19 Reversed
20 Wrinkle-resistant
after washing
23Having
disembarked
24Sweetie
25 Super __ : Sega
Genesis
competitor
26 "Dark Anger· star
Jessica
29 Reduce
34 Fabled fountain's
reward
36 "Hurry up!" in
memos
39 German article
40 _ Mountains:
Europe/Asia
border range
41 You can still use
it when postage
rates increase
46 Rare blood
classification
47 Exxon
predecessor
48 Hosp. area for
acute conditions
51 "Overhead''
engine f)art
53 Ghost-eating
video icon
55 ''Semper fidelis,"
in English
60 Treat with
contempt
61 Depilatory
brand
62 Stir up
63 Room at the top
64 _ one's time;
wait
65 Pen fluids
66 Not quite foggy
67 Decked out (in)
68 Cong. meeting

By David W. Cromer

2'What's My
Line?" panelist
Francis
3 Gems from
oysters
4 Alabama civil
rights city
5Conjob
6Stowe>;1rgo
7 Like 2, 4, 6, etc.
8 "Murder by _:•:
Neil Simon
comedy
9Longtrip
1O Clearasil target
11 Bankrolls
12NewHaven
collegians
13 June honoree
21 Medical sch.
class
22 Opinion survey
27 Uncle Remus's
_Rabbit
28 Liqueur flavoring
30 Ladled salad bar
item
31 California's Big
32 Greek vowel
33 Sports org. with
six Canadian
teams
34 Blunt-tipped
sword
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Last issue solved
35 Tiny colonists
36 Back, on a ship
37 Versatile bean
38 Dad.i artist Jean
42 Motel sign
43 Online bidding
site
44Yearned
45 Castle's defense
48 Positive "How
are you?"
response
49 Makes watertight

50 Except if
52 CNN competitor
54 "Hardball" host
Matthews
55 Play opener
56 Real estate
parcels
57 Habeas corpus,
e.g.
58Notpass
59 Verdi classic
60 Tycoon Walton
with a club

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

by Waterford Lakes plaza.
$5501ele~110. W&O,cable,
wireless Included. Room is
funished. Call Vicky 954 829
1422.
F Roorrmale needed 1D fl room-in
3,2 house i1 Regercy Park, $420
a month plus utiiles. Most be
clean, ro pets. Please call 407928-0012 ifinlerested, askft.T
Janie.

©

I

DOWN
1 Squash

F needed fer a 3'2.51ownhouse

Ava/oo Lakes 312.510wnhome has
(2) rooms ft.Trent 811.00. GalBd
oorrmuity,poolsgymNl/rfi & W/D.
$550 mo. ire. Prefer 1101rSTOki'g
UCF ,sll.x'lenls. Cal (561 )700-7231.
Colorial Pointe l..J..oo.iy Apls
1 & 2 Becrooms Free W/0, i:;ool,
fitness renter, patios.
2300 Eron Cr. 407-679-6061

www.workforstudents.com

"FOR LADES ONLY"
Delivery Night of Party
Host a Party or Become a Rep
Lisa 407-461-2602

srosen@onlywayrealty.rom
407-952-0609.

ro pel5. 1 yea- lease. Avail ea1y
Aug. $1500tno. Must ai:Jlly O'M1

Located Near Campus
- - 407-679-2700

SECRET PARTIES
U'lgerie, Lotions, Novelties

Need housrg?? Free a5Sistaroe
lc>calhJ oondo & house rentals &
sales off Ccn1)lJS,OO'M11D'Ml,elC.

.

~

• 325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale:General

I
I

$300 a day potential. No Experience

}J,I

,.-

FREE
NEWS
ON YOUR CELL PHONE
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Lookirg for either M ex F rooma1e
1o share pivale room with its O'M1
bath i1 a 2'2.5to\Nr'rolJse behiro
Waterford Town Center. $595 w/
al utiities. 407-620-3303

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply. A to set alert.

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636?

<!Central !Jloriba !Juture
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go! '

~41nFO~
.._________.....,ifii.,.a-------------~,
t
*pirrier c~c messaging rate• apply

All

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

· EAMPUS ·.
.
ROSSINGS
a

July 6, 2009 • · Centtaf :J1oriba ~

lJ

mpus apartrnents community

TOWNHOME STYC.E UNITS - BILLIARP ROOM--:- TANNIN.G BED - RECYCLING PROGRAM
DESIGNER INTERIORS - 24 HR FITNESS CENTER - HARDWOOD FLOORS - Wii· GAMEROOM
TWO POOl-S - PLANNED SOCIAL EVENTS - CYBER CAFE
12024 ROYAL WULFF lANE. ORLANDO, FL 3 ~ 817
WWW,CAMPUSAPTS.COM/ ALAFJ.\YA
I
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REN

64
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WWW.CAMPUSAPTS.COM/COLLEGESTATION I (888) 714-9 1-2
a campus p rt ne tt, community

4 BED 4 BATH UNITS - WALK IN CLOSETS - TANNING BED - BILLIARD ROOM - CYBER CAFE
XBOX AND Wii GAMEROOM - FREE DVD RENTALS - PRIVATE BATHROOMS
STATE OF THE ART FITNESS CENTER ·_ RESORT STYLE POOL
12 l 00 RENAISSANCE CT, ORLANDO, Fl 32826
~
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